We introduce and study norms in the space of hermitian matrices, obtained from base norms in positively generated subspaces. These norms are closely related to discrimination of so-called generalized quantum channels, including quantum states, channels and networks. We further introduce generalized quantum decision problems and show that the maximal average payoff of decision procedures is again given by these norms. We also study optimality of decision procedures, in particular, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition under which an optimal 1-tester for dicrimination of quantum channels exists, such that the input state is maximally entangled.
Introduction and preliminaries
It is well known that in the problem of discrimination of quantum states, the best possible distinguishability of two states ρ 0 and ρ 1 is given by the trace norm ρ 0 − ρ 1 1 , [10, 11] . The set of states forms a base of the convex cone of positive operators and the restriction of the trace norm to hermitian operators is the corresponding base norm. Similarly, it was shown in [21] that more general distinguishability measures, obtained by specification of the allowed measurements e.g. for bipartite states, are obtained from base norms associated with more general positive cones. This correspondence is related to duality of the base norm and the order unit norm, with respect to a given positive cone.
In a similar problem for quantum channels, and recently also quantum networks, the diamond norm · ⋄ for channels [15] , resp. the strategy N -norm · N ⋄ [9, 3] for networks is obtained. Via the Choi isomorphism, quantum networks are represented by certain positive operators on the tensor product of the input and output spaces, so-called N -combs [2, 4] , see also [8] . The set of N -combs is the intersection of the multipartite state space by a positively generated subspace of the real vector space of hermitian operators. Since this subspace inherits the order structure and the set of N -combs forms a base of its positive cone, it is natural to expect that the distinguishability norm · N ⋄ is in fact the corresponding base norm.
Motivated by this question, we study positively generated subspaces of the space of hermitian operators B h (H) acting on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H. For a given base B of the positive cone, we define a distinguishability measure in terms of tests that are defined as affine maps B → [0, 1] and show that this measure is given by the base norm, this, in fact, is easy to see for any finite dimensional ordered vector space. We then study a natural extension of this norm to B h (H) and its dual norm. An example of such a base is the set of Choi matrices of so-called generalized channels, this contains the set of N -combs as a special case. For N -combs, the obtained norm coincides with · N ⋄ and we recover some of the results of [9] concerning the dual norm. Moreover, we find a suitabe expression for this norm, closely related to the definition of · ⋄ .
It the last section, we introduce generalized quantum decision problems with respect to a base B. We show that maximal average payoff (or minimal average loss) of generalized decision procedures is again given by a base norm. We find optimality conditions for generalized decision procedures, in particular, for quantum measurements and testers. In the case of multiple hypothesis testing for states, we get the results obtained previously in [18, 7, 12] . In the case of discrimination of quantum channels, we find a necessary and sufficient condition for existence of an optimal tester such that the input state is maximally entangled.
The rest of the present section contains some basic definitions and preliminary results on discrimination of quantum devices, as well as convex cones, bases and base norms.
Discrimination of quantum states, channels and networks
Let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space and let B(H) be the set of bounded operators on H. We denote by B h (H) the set of self-adjoint operators, B(H) + the cone of positive operators and S(H) := {ρ ≥ 0, Tr ρ = 1} the set of states in B(H). Let K be another finite dimensional Hilbert space. It is well known that B(K ⊗ H) corresponds to the set of all linear maps B(H) → B(K), via the Choi representation:
here Ψ = |ψ ψ| and |ψ = i |i ⊗ |i for an ONB {|i , i = 1, . . . , dim(H)} in H, a T denotes transpose of a. In this correspondence, B(K ⊗ H) + is identified with the set of completely positive maps and B h (K ⊗ H) with hermitian maps, that is, maps satisfying Φ(a * ) = Φ(a) * . Consider the problem of quantum state discrimination: suppose the quantum system represented by H is known to be in one of two given states ρ 0 or ρ 1 and the task is to decide which of them is the true state. This is done by using a test, that is a binary positive operator valued measure (POVM). This is given by an operator 0 ≤ M ≤ I, with the interpretation that Tr M ρ is the probability of deciding for ρ 0 if the true value of the state is ρ. Equivalently, a test can be defined as an affine map S(H) → [0, 1].
Given an a priori probability 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 that the true state is ρ 0 , we need to minimize the average probability of error over all tests, that is to find the value of
this is the minimum Bayes error probability. Then [10, 11] 
where a 1 := Tr |a|, a ∈ B(H) is the trace norm.
Let now H and K be two finite dimensional Hilbert spaces and consider the problem of discrimination of channels. Here we have to decide between two channels Φ 0 and Φ 1 and this time the tests are given by binary quantum 1-testers [3] , or PPOVMs [22] , which are positive operators T ∈ B(K ⊗ H) + , such that T ≤ I K ⊗ σ for some σ ∈ S(H). These correspond to triples (H A , ρ, M ), where H A is an ancillary Hilbert space, ρ ∈ S(H ⊗ H A ) and 0 ≤ M ≤ I, M ∈ B(K ⊗ H A ). The probability of choosing Φ 0 if the true value is Φ for a tester T is given by
The minimum Bayes error probability is now
where the diamond norm Φ ⋄ for a hermitian map Φ is defined as [15, 20] 
By duality, this norm is related to the cb-norm for completely bounded linear maps, see [17] . Let now {H 0 , H 1 , . . . , H 2N −1 } be finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. Consider a sequence of channels Φ i : B(H 2i−2 ⊗ H A ) → B(H 2i−1 ⊗ H A ), i = 1, . . . , N , connected by the ancilla H A as indicated on fig. 1 (the first and last ancilla is traced out). This defines a channel Φ :
. . Figure 3 : A 3-tester applied to a 3-comb
, such channels describe quantum networks. The channels Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N are not unique, in fact, these can always be supposed to be isometries. A (deterministic) quantum N -comb is defined as the Choi matrix X Φ of such a channel, see [4] for more about quantum networks and N -combs. The same definition, called a (non-measuring) quantum N -round strategy, was also introduced in [8] . A (non-measuring) quantum N -round co-strategy can be defined as an (N +1)-strategy for the sequence of spaces {C, H 0 , . . . , H 2N −1 , C}.
The tests for discrimination of two networks Φ 0 and Φ 1 are given by quantum N -testers, which are obtained by an (N +1)-comb such that the first channel has 1-dimensional input space (hence is a state) and a (binary) POVM is applied to the ancilla [4, 3] , see figs. 2, 3. This can be represented by a pair (T 0 , T 1 ) of positive operators, such that T 0 + T 1 is an (N + 1)-round co-strategy, [4, 8, 9] .
The minimal Bayes error probability now has the form
where for any hermitian Φ,
= sup
where the supremum is taken over all N -testers. The dual norm was also obtained in [9] , as Φ *
where the supremum is taken over the set of pairs of positive operators such that S 0 + S 1 is an N -round strategy (N -comb).
Convex cones, bases and base norms
Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space and let V * be the dual space, with duality ·, · . A subset Q ⊂ V is a convex cone if λq 1 + µq 2 ∈ Q whenever q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q and λ, µ ≥ 0. The cone is pointed if Q ∩ −Q = {0} and generating if V = Q − Q. Closed pointed convex cones are in one-to-one correspondence with partial orders in V, by x ≤ Q y ⇐⇒ y − x ∈ Q.
The dual cone of Q is defined as
This is a closed convex cone and Q * * = Q if Q is closed. Moreover, a closed convex cone Q is pointed if and only if Q * is generating . A closed pointed generating convex cone is called a proper cone.
A base of the proper cone Q is a compact convex subset B ⊂ Q, such that each nonzero element q ∈ Q has a unique representation in the form q = λb with b ∈ B and λ > 0. It is clear that any base generates the cone Q, in the sense that Q = λ≥0 λB. Then any element v ∈ V can be written as
For any base B, the map Q ∋ q = λb → λ extends uniquely to a linear functional e B ∈ Q * and we have B = {q ∈ Q, e B , q = 1}.
is a base of Q.
Proof. It is quite clear that B f is a base of Q if and only if f, q > 0 for any nonzero q ∈ Q. By [19, Theorem 11.6] , this is equivalent with f ∈ int(Q * ).
Let ≤ denote the order in V given by Q. An element e ∈ V is an order unit in V if for any v ∈ V, there is some r > 0 such that re ≥ v. It is easy to see that e is an order unit if and only if e ∈ int(Q). Consequently, Corollary 1. Any base B of Q defines an order unit e B in V * and, conversely, any order unit e in V * defines a base B e of Q. We have e Be = e and B eB = B.
Let B be a base of Q. The corresponding base norm in V is defined by
It is clear that q B = e B , q for all q ∈ Q. Let V 1 be the unit ball of · B in V, then
Let · * B be the dual norm in V * , then the unit ball V * 1 for · * B is given by
• where A • := {f ∈ V * , f, a ≤ 1, a ∈ A} is the polar of A ⊂ V, see [19] . We have
where e B is the order unit. Hence the dual norm is given by
In general, if e is an order unit, then · e defines a norm called the order unit norm in V * . Since · B is the dual norm for · eB , we get for v ∈ V,
where the last equality follows by replacing f by + . We identify V * with V, with duality a, b = Tr ab, then Q is a self-dual proper cone and B = S(H) is a base of Q, with e B = I. The order unit norm · I is the operator norm · in B(H) and its dual · B is the trace norm · 1 .
We will finish this section by showing that the base norm is naturally related to a distinguishability measure for elements of the base. By analogy with the set of quantum states, let us define a test on a base B as an affine map t :
It is easy to see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between tests on B and elements f ≤ Q * e B in Q * . Let b 0 , b 1 be two elements of B and let us interpret the value t(b) = f, b as the probability of choosing b 0 if the "true value" is b. Then f, b 1 and 1 − f, b 0 are probabilities of making an error. Let λ ≥ 0, then we define the minimal average error probability as
We obtain by (4) that
Base norms on subspaces of B h (H)
We now put V = B h (H), with the self-dual proper cone B(H) + as in Example 1. We will describe all possible bases of this cone.
It is clear that int(B(H)
+ ) is the set of positive definite elements, hence these are the order units in B h (H). By Corollary 1, there is a one-to-one correspondence between positive definite elements b and bases of B(H)
where
, we have by (4) and Example 1 that the corresponding base norm is
and the dual order unit norm is
If b ∈ B(H) + is any element, we define
Note that the expression on the RHS is bounded for all ε > 0 if and only if supp (x) ≤ supp (b) and in this case the norm on the LHS is defined by restriction to the support of b. Otherwise, the limit is infinite. Moreover, for any elements a, b ∈ B(H) + , we define
For a pair of states ρ and σ, D max (ρ σ) is the max-relative entropy of ρ and σ, introduced in [6] .
In general, if supp (a) ≤ supp (b), then we may restrict to the support of b and with this restriction
Sections of a base of B(H)
+ Let J ⊂ B h (H) be a subspace and let Q = J ∩ B(H) + be the convex cone of positive elements in J. It is obvious that Q is closed and pointed. We will suppose that J is positively generated, then J = Q − Q and Q is a proper cone in J. Let b ∈ Q be such that supp a ≤ supp b =: p for all a ∈ Q, then J ⊆ B h (pH) and by restricting to B h (pH), we may suppose that b is positive definite. Conversely, if J contains a positive definite element, then J is positively generated.
Let J ⊥ = {y ∈ B h (H), Tr xy = 0, x ∈ J}, let B h (H)| J ⊥ be the quotient space and let π :
We may identify the dual space J * with B h (H)| J ⊥ , with duality
It was shown in [13] that the dual cone of Q is Q * = π(B(H) + ), moreover, since π is a linear map, we have int(Q * ) = int(π(B(H) + )) = π(int(B(H) + )) by [19] . In other words, any element f ∈ Q * has the form
for some (in general non-unique) element a ∈ B(H) + and f is an order unit in J * if and only if a may be chosen positive definite. Now we can use Corollary 1 to describe all bases of Q.
Proof. Let B be a base of Q. Since e B ∈ int(Q * ), there is someb ∈ int(B(H) + ) such that e B = π(b) and (5)). Conversely, it is quite clear that B = J ∩ Sb is a base of Q and e B = π(b).
is a subspace will be called a section of a base of B(H)
+ , or simply a section. Let J = span(B) be the real linear span of B, then 
For example, note that if B = {b} for some b ∈ B(H) + , then B is a section and B is faithful if and only if b is positive definite. If a section B is not faithful, then there is some element b ∈ B such that p = supp (b) and B ⊂ B(pH). Then B is a faithful section of a base of B(pH) + , in this case, ri(B) = B∩ri(B(pH) + ). From now on, we will suppose that B is a faithful section and we put J := span(B),
+ . Note that in Lemma 2, the correspondence between the base B and the elementb such that B = J ∩ Sb is not one-to-one, since the order unit e B = π(b) may contain more different positive definite elements. We will now look at the set of all such elements. Let
whereb is any element inB. LetJ := span(B) andQ :=J ∩ B(H) + . Note that B always contains a positive definite element, so thatJ is positively generated andQ is a proper cone inJ. Since by (8) 
B is an intersection of B(H)
+ by an affine subspace, we have
(ii)B = B.
Proof. (i) SinceB is convex, any element y ∈J has the form y = λb 1 − µb 2 , withb 1 ,b 2 ∈B and λ, µ ≥ 0. Hence by (8) ,
(ii) It is clear that B ⊂B andB is a base ofQ =J ∩ B(H) + . Consequently, it is enough to prove thatJ = J, since then B andB are two bases of the same cone. By the proof of (i),J = span{b} ∨ J ⊥ and similarly,
here the third equality follows from b ∈ J and the last equality follows from the fact that {b} ⊥ is a subspace of codimension 1 not containing b, so that span{b} ∨ {b}
We callB the dual section of B. Since B is a base of Q, the base norm · B is defined in J. Next we show that this norm can be naturally extended to B h (H). For this, let us define
Lemma 4. We have
(ii) By definiton, the unit ball of · B in J is the set of elements of J of the form x = λb 1 − (1−λ) 
and put
we see that we must have λ + + λ − = 1, so that x B ≤ 1. Theorem 1. Let B be a faithful section and letB be the dual section. Then O B is the unit ball of a norm in B h (H). The unit ball of the dual norm is OB.
We will denote this norm by · B , note that Lemma 4 (ii) justifies this notation.
Proof. It is clear that O B is convex and symmetric, that is, −O
and by (6),
for anyb ∈ ri(B), hence O B is bounded. Moreover, since b ∈ ri(B) is an order unit, for every x ∈ B h (H) there is some t > 0 such that −tb ≤ x ≤ tb, so that O B is absorbing (see Lemma 4 (i)). These facts imply that O B is the unit ball of a norm.
To show duality of the norms · B and · B , let H 2 = H ⊕ H and let Φ :
be the quotient map. Letb ∈ ri(B) and put B 2 = J 2 ∩Sb ⊕b . Then B 2 is a base of Q 2 = J 2 ∩B(H 2 ) + and it is clear that for w 1 , w 2 ∈ B(H) + , w 1 ⊕w 2 ∈ B 2 if and only if w 1 +w 2 ∈ B.
that is, there is some v ∈ J ⊥ 2 such that a ⊕ −a ≤b ⊕b + v. Since v = x ⊕ x, x ∈ J ⊥ , we obtain ±a ≤b + x. Note that we must haveb + x ≥ 0: if c is any element in B(H) + , then we have ±Tr ca ≤ Tr c(b + x), so that Tr c(b + x) cannot be negative. Hence ±a ≤b + x ∈B, so that a ∈ OB, by Lemma 4 (i).
Proof. (i) It is easy to see from Lemma 4 that
Indeed, let x ∈ B h (H) be such that −b ≤ x ≤ b for some b ∈ B and let
• for any subset A ∈ B h (H) containing 0, we obtain by Theorem 1 that
O Sb
(ii) Since O B is the unit ball of · B , we get from (i)
the last equality follows from (6) and continuity of the norm · 1 .
(iii) On the other hand, we get from Lemma 4 and (10)
where the last equality follows by (7). We can also characterize the maximizer resp. minimizer in Corollary 3. 
Corollary 3. For a ∈ B(H)
for all b ∈ B. Let C B (H, K) denote the set of Choi matrices of all generalized channels with respect to B, then
Let us remark that if B is a section, then B T := {b T , b ∈ B} is a section as well, here b T denotes the transpose of b. Moreover, B T =B T . Note also that we have
so that, in particular, C B (H, C) is a section.
Proposition 1. Let B be a faithful section of a base of B(H)
is a faithful section of a base of B(K ⊗ H)
Proof. It is easy to see that
The proof now follows by Lemma 3 (i) and (ii).
Let now X ∈ B h (K ⊗ H) and let Φ : B(H) → B(K) be the corresponding Hermitian map. By Corollary 2 and Proposition 1,
and we have
Theorem 2. Let X ∈ B h (K ⊗ H) and let Φ be the corresponding Hermitian map B(H) → B(K). Let L be any Hilbert space with dim(L) = dim(H). Then
and the dual norm is X *
and
where the last supremum is taken over the set of all B-channels B(H) → B(K).
Proof. From what was said above, it is easy to see that
with dim(L) = dim(H). We will show that
The proof is almost the same as the proof of [20, Theorem 5], we include it here for completeness.
Let {|e i , i = 1, . . . , m} be an ONB in L. Define the linear map U : 
Next, let Y be any element in CB(H, L ′ ), then the corresponding map ξ :
We now have
The expression for the dual norm follows by Proposition 1. Suppose now that X ≥ 0, then by Corollary 3
By (1), Tr X(I ⊗b T ) = Tr Tr H X(I ⊗b T ) = Tr Φ(b). Moreover, let Y ∈ C B (H, K) and let S be the corresponding B-channel, then
Channels
Let B = S(H), then generalized channels are the usual channels. In this case, we denote C B (H, K) by C(H, K). Note thatB = {I} and CB(H, K) = S(K ⊗ H). By Proposition 1, C(H, K) is a faithful section of a base of B(K ⊗ H) + and
Furthemore, let X ∈ B h (K⊗H) and let Φ : B(H) → B(K) be the corresponding Hermitian map. Then by Theorem 2,
For the dual norm, we have
where H min (K|H) σ is the conditional min-entropy, see [18] .
Quantum supermaps
Let H 0 , H 1 , . . . be a sequence of finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. For each n ≥ 1, we define the sets C(H 0 , . . . , H n ) as follows: C(H 0 , H 1 ) is, as before, the set of Choi matrices of channels B(H 0 ) → B(H 1 ). For n > 1, we define C(H 0 , . . . , H n ) as the set of Choi matrices of cp maps B(H n−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H 0 ) → B(H n ) that map C(H 0 , . . . , H n−1 ) into S(H n ). Such maps were called quantum supermaps in [13] 2 and it was proved that for n = 2N − 1 we get precisely the set of deterministic quantum N -combs for the sequence {H 0 , . . . , H 2N −1 }. If n = 2N , we get the set of N + 1-combs for {C, H 0 , . . . , H 2N }.
Let us fix the sequence H 0 , H 1 , . . . and for this, put C n = C(H 0 , . . . , H n ). By using repeatedly Proposition 1, we see that C n is a faithful section of a base of B(H n ⊗ · · · ⊗ H 0 ) + and
Moreover, by Proposition 1,
(note that C T n−1 = C n−1 , the last equality above follows from (11)). For n = 2N − 1, this corresponds to the set of N -round nonmeasuring co-strategies of [8, 9] . Note also that for any finite dimensional Hilbert space L ′ ,
Now we obtain the following expressions for the corresponding norm and its dual. 
where dim(L) = dim(H n−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H 0 ). Moreover, the dual norm is X IH n ⊗C(H0,...,Hn−1) = X C(H0,...,Hn,C)
2 Note that this definition is slightly different from the notion of supermap introduced in [5] Proof. Duality of the norms is obtained from Theorem 2, this also implies the first equality. Next two equalities follow by Corollary 2. The rest follows by Theorem 2.
For n = 2N − 1, first two expressions are exactly the N ⋄-norm as obtained in [9] and [3] . Duality of the norms corresponding to strategies and co-strategies was also obtained in [9] .
A general quantum decision theory
As before, let B be a faithful section of a base of B(H) + , J = span(B) and Q = J ∩B(H) + . As we have seen, elements of B may represent certain quantum devices and it is therefore reasonable to consider the following definitions.
Let {b θ , θ ∈ Θ} ⊂ B be a parametrized family, for simplicity, we will suppose that the set of parameters Θ is finite. If B is the set of states, the couple E = (H, {b θ , θ ∈ Θ}) is called an experiment and is interpreted as an a priori information on the true state of the system. Accordingly, for a section B, we will define a generalized experiment as a triple E = (H, B, {b θ , θ ∈ Θ}).
Another ingredient of decision theory is a (finite) set D, the set of possible decisions. A decision procedure m is a procedure by which we pick some decision d ∈ D, with probability based on the "true value" of b. That is, m is a map B → P(D), where P(D) is the set of probability measures on D, such a map will be called a measurement on B, with values in D. The payoff obtained if d ∈ D is chosen while the true value is θ ∈ Θ is given by the payoff function w : Θ × D → [0, 1], the pair (D, w) is called a (classical) decision problem. Let λ be an a priori probability distribution on Θ. The task is to maximize the average payoff, that is the value of
over all measurements m : B → P(D). It is quite clear that any measurement m on B is given by a collection
and that we must have
Similarly as it was shown in [13] , any measurement is given by a collection
Any such collection of positive operators will be called a generalized POVM (with respect to B), or a B-POVM. It is also clear that any B-POVM defines a measurement on B (but it may happen that different generalized POVMs define the same measurement, see [13] ). If B = S(H), we obtain a (usual) positive operator valued measure (
Let us denote by M B (H, D) the set of all generalized POVMs with respect to B with values in D and let
where H D is a Hilbert space with dim( (H, D) . In this way, we identify M B (H, D) with the subset of blockdiagonal elements in C B (H, H D ) .
Let now (D, w) be a decision problem and let m be a decision procedure with corresponding B-POVM M . Then the average payoff is computed as
More generally, let D be a Hilbert space, dim(D) = k and let W be a function W : θ → W θ ∈ B(D) + , with W θ ≤ I. We call the pair (D, W ) a quantum decision problem, [16] . A decision procedure is now a B-channel Φ : B(H) → B(D) and the average payoff of Φ is given by D) is the Choi matrix of Φ, then the average payoff has the form
It is easy to see that the set of quantum decision problems contains also classical ones: Let (D, w) be a classical decision problem and let H D be as before. Let W θ := d∈D w(θ, d)|d d|, then (H D , W ) is a quantum decision problem and ξ E,λ,W = ξ E,λ,w . Let X ∈ C B (H, H D ) and X = c,d∈D |c d|⊗X cd X cd ∈ B(H). Since ξ E,λ,w is block-diagonal, we have
where M = d |d d| ⊗ X dd is a B-POVM. In other words, for a classical decision problem one cannot get better results by considering quantum decision procedures. Conversely, let (D, W ) be a quantum decision problem such that all the operators W θ commute. Then there is a basis of D with respect to which all the operators W θ are given by diagonal matrices, and the problem is equivalent to a classical problem, in the sense that the we obtain the same average payoffs. Hence we can view the set of classical decision problems as the subset of quantum decision problems such that the payoff function W has commutative range.
Theorem 4. Let E = (H, B, {b θ , θ ∈ Θ}) be a generalized experiment and let (D, W ) be a quantum decision problem. Then the maximal average payoff is given by L E,λ,W := max
Proof. By (14) , the maximal average payoff is given by 
We can also use Corollary 4 to characterize decision procedures that maximize average payoff, we will call such procedures optimal with respect to (E, λ, W ).
Corollary 5. Let (D, W ) be a decision problem and let X ∈ C B (H, D). Then X is optimal with respect to (E, λ, W ) if and only if there is some element q ∈ Q such that ξ E,λ,W ≤ I D ⊗ q and
) is optimal if and only if there is some q ∈ Q such that θ λ θ w(θ, d)b θ ≤ q for all d and
Proof. The first part follows directly by Theorem 4 and Corollary 4. If (D, W ) is classical, then ξ E,λ,W is block-diagonal, so that ξ E,λ,W ≤ I ⊗ q if and only if each block is majorized by q, that is θ λ θ w(θ, d)b θ ≤ q. Moreover, (16) implies that
Since this is a sum of nonnegative elements, it is zero if and only if each summand is equal to zero. Again by positivity, this is equivalent to (15) .
In particular, in the case B = S(H), we obtain the following optimality condition for POVMs. 
Moreover, an optimal procedure Φ that minimizes the loss is a maximizer for L E,λ,W ′ , hence satisfies the conditions of Corollary 5, with W replaced by W ′ . Note that then the codtition from Corollary 6 is the same as obtained in [12] .
, that is, we can decompose the measurement defined by {M d } into a cp map χ c : x → c 1/2 xc 1/2 followed by the usual measurement given by {Λ d }, note that χ c ∈ C B (H, supp c) so that χ c maps a generalized experiment E = (H, B, {b θ , θ ∈ Θ}) onto an ordinary experiment E c := {supp c, S(supp c), {χ c (b θ ), θ ∈ Θ}). We write this decomposition as M = Λ • χ c . Such a decoposition was also used in [3] in the case of testers and in [13] for generalized POVMs. Using this decomposition, we obtain the following optimality condition for B-POVMs. Example 2 (Multiple hypothesis testing). Suppose a family {b 1 , . . . , b k } of elements in B is given and the task is to decide which is the true one, moreover, given some λ ∈ P({1, . . . k}), we want to minimize the average probability of making an error. In this case, put E = (H, B, {b 1 , . . . , b k }), Θ = D = {1, . . . , k} and the loss function is w(i, j) = 1 − δ ij , where δ is the Kronecker symbol. A decision procedure is a B-POVM {M 1 , . . . , M k }, where M i corresponds to the choice b i . Then the average loss is the average error probability
We can use Remark 1 to compute the minimal average error probability Π For B = S(H), the last equality was obtained in [7] , see also [18] .
Let us now look at an optimal decision procedure. Let {M i } be a B-POVM with decomposition M = Λ • χ c and let us suppose that c = i M i is positive definite. Let σ i = χ c (b i ) and E c = (H, S(H), {σ 1 , . . . , σ k }). Suppose that {Λ i } is optimal for (E c , λ, w), this is equivalent to the fact that i λ i σ i Λ i =: p is a hermitian element that majorizes λ i σ i for all i. By Remark 1 and Corollary 7, {M i } is then optimal for (E, λ, w) if and only if p ∈ c 1/2 Jc 1/2 , note that σ i ∈ c 1/2 Jc 1/2 for all i.
Example 3 (Hypothesis testing). Let k = 2 in the previous example, then we obtain the hypothesis testing, or discrimination problem, considered at the end of Section 1.2. Here we have
for s, t > 0, so that indeed, 1 − ξ E,λ,w ′ I2⊗B = In particular, let B = C(H, K). In this case, the B-POVMs are exactly the quantum 1-testers of [3, 22] , see also [13] . 
